The Seattle Design Festival is a two-day street fair celebrating the powerful ways design affects our lives. This fun outdoor event is an opportunity for the design community and the public to come together and interact through large-scale design installations and pop-up design activities all centered around the Festival’s 2021 theme, EMERGE. We invite participants to explore the opportunities and adaptation and change as we move forward with what we’ve learned from 2020.

Festival Goals
Demonstrate the relevance of design thinking
Empower communities to leverage design
Promote a culture of collaboration

August 21-22, 10am-7pm
Lake Union Park

Built Installations
physical displays and experiences throughout the park

Communication Unmasked (A1)
Architects Without Borders Seattle

DDI: Dialogue On Design (A2)
Ar inste Magazine

Bloomhouse (A3)
ACRYLIZE & INTENTION SPACE

Homebase (B1)
Olsin Kundo Architects

Vacant Seattle (B2)
Studio Matthews

WHAT DO YOU NEED TO KNOW TO ECO-THRIVE HOUSING

Augment Your Block (C1)
Future Arts

Passage (C2)
DLR Group

Meaningful Balance (C3)
INTegris Architecture

PERSON | PERSON (C4)
UW National Organization of Minority Architects - Students

Latinx Placemaking in Seattle (C5)
Latinx in Architecture

Shifting Perspectives (C6)
Mahlum

Setting Sail (C7)
Webster Thompson

Hello World! (C8)
Isabella Gaule, Sophia Johnson, Peyton Todd, Charmaine Yabut

Printmaking with Coyote Central! (SAT, 10 AM – 12 PM)
Coyote Central

Set It Free (SAT, 10 AM – 7 PM)
IDA NPC Seattle City Center

Build Your Best Seattle (SAT, 10:30 AM – 12:30 PM)
Seattle Architecture Foundation

Four Square (SAT, 12 PM – 2 PM)
*On the Pier
Jackson & Main Architecture

PLEIN Air Painting Demonstration (SAT, 12PM – 2PM)
Taylor Yingosi

Dear Friend (SAT, 12:30 PM – 1:30 PM)
Sophie Kim

Where Do We Emerge: Discovering Seattle’s Neighborhood Centers (SAT, 3:00 PM – 3:30 PM)
AIA Seattle Urban Design Forum

Utopia: Space SAT, 3PM – 4PM
Common Form

Quick & Daring SAT, 3:30 PM – 4:40 PM
The Center for Wooden Boats

SUNDAY

Every Body Move! (SAT, 10 AM – 11 AM)
The Great Urban Body Move

The Great Urban Body Move SUN, 10 AM – 11 AM
Seattle Design Festival

Build A Community Sculpture with Coyote! SUN, 10 AM – 12 PM
Coyote Central

Seattle Happy Hunts SUN, 10:30 AM – 12:30 PM
Seattle Happy Places

EMERGENT COMMUNITY SUN, 1 PM – 3 PM
Interior Architecture Graduates & Students - Cornish College of the Arts

WHERE DOES IT ALL GO? Recycling with Recology SUN, 2:30 PM – 4:30 PM
Recology King County

24th Annual Model Exhibit: Breathe Seattle Architectural Foundation & The Center for Architecture & Design 1010 Western Ave

Thank You to all of our program partners and these generous Supporters!

Funders:
Gold
LVMH

Silver
Bossett Architects | IKEA Renton | Johnston Architects | Lumiere Group | SchenckAD

In-Kind
applied
GGLO
Dlr Group

Bronze
Bossett Architects | IKEA Renton | Johnston Architects | Lumiere Group | SchenckAD

Sponsors:
Brick, Glass, etc.

Thank you for staying safe by following local, state, and federal COVID-19 guidelines. We want to do what’s best for the wellbeing of our team, our organizers, and our community at large. Our partners were charged to design these physical displays with social distancing in mind.